For Startup - We offer Cost Effective Top
Developers
A wide global network mekes enable us to provide Cost Effective Top
Developers for your project . With partners in the US, India, Dubai,
Bosnia and China we can deliver in most areas and frameworks to
market leading prices.

A

ltius Consulting have over time developed a
wide network of partners within IT. All with
their speciality. This network together with our
own consultants are a cost effective sollution.
Our prices are market leading, without any
compromises on the competence or quality.
With a large network comes a lot of experience.
This will benefit you as a customer by having
knowledge and experience that may be reused
and therefore save time and money.

The life of a start-up is surrounded with a struggle
to find recourses, time and money. Although
we have market leading prices it may still be a
challenge with finances. For you as a start-up we
can offer discounts and Co-Finance as a service.
Do you need as little as a few hours consultancy
or a dedicated team, dont hessitate to contact
us. No project is to small for us to angage. And
we do engage with commitment, result and
quality.

Prototyping
Do you have an idea? let us develop a first
prototype. With a prototype you can evaluate
your idea and have something to show
customers, investors or other stakeholders.
A prototype can be developed in as little
time as 50 - 100 hours, all depending on
functionality, framework, native, hybrid or web.

Case 1 Mobile application - Uber like application
Developed an android application to manage rides and user data with specific request, time and
distance. The application worked as an communication path between multiple drivers and users
(passengers), which is divided by geographical boundaries, to collaborate and spread relevant
information related to rides.
Features: One time login, GPS-tracking, payment management, user management, book ride and view
profile of driver
Techniques: Android 6.3.0, PHP Codeigniter HMVC, MySQL Server

Case 2 - Mobile application - Emergency assistance
Developed a mobile application as an essential tool that would help the users to make the most of their
Emergency Assistance membership, and also for the members whose organization offers the app to
their travelers and expatriates. With the Assistance App, travelers and expatriates would have a world
of capability in their hand and this medical and travel security app shall be integrated into a global
assistance infrastructure.
Features: Multi languages, mobile friendly, interactive information, Push notifications, setings menu
Techniques: Xamarin, .Net, C#, SQLite, MS SQL Server, HTLM, CSS3, Bootstrap

Co-Financing for Start-ups
Since we want to work closely with Start-ups and be a long-term partner in IT solutions, we want to
contribute what we can to facilitate start-ups. One way of doing this is through Co-financing, where
we reduce and subsidize development costs against something in return. The return could be shares,
exclusive agreement in IT-services, options or other services. our aim is to find a win-win situation for all
parties and a long-term partnership.
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